AGENDA

ACI-ASCE Committee 423 - Prestressed Concrete

ACI Spring 2009 Convention
San Antonio, Texas

Monday, March 16, 2009
9am-1pm
Conf Rm 12

1) Welcome Members and Guests & regrets from those not able to attend

2) Approval of Spring 2008 minutes

3) Roster updates
   New voting members:
   Harry Gleich, Metromont Corporation
   Micah Hale, University of Arkansas
   
   New associate members (update from Roberts-Wollmann)

4) Announcements (Schokker)

5) Document updates
   
   Corrosion and Repair of Unbonded Single Strand Tendons (423.4R-98)
   Corrosion and Repair of Grouted Multistrand and Bar Tendon Systems (423.x)
   Provisional Standard Test Method for Schupack Pressure Bleed Test Procedure for Cement Grouts for Post-Tensioned Structures
   
   New documents:
   Standard Test Method for Bond of Prestressing Strand (Russell)

6) 423/445 Task Force on Shear in Prestressed Concrete Members (Roberts-Wollmann)

7) Sustainability in Prestressed Concrete
   ▪ Incorporation into 423 documents
   ▪ Key areas as perceived by 423 members

8) Updates from related committees:
   ▪ 318 Reorganization
   ▪ 318G updates – Schokker
   ▪ 301 updates – Neff

9) Upcoming Sessions
   ▪ SEI, Austin, 2009 (Schokker): Allowable Stresses in Prestressed Concrete Design? What is Necessary?
   ▪ ACI, Fall 2009 (Hamilton, Volz)
10) Reports from PS related groups/organizations
   - PCI (Johal)
   - PTI (Neff)
   - PCA (Lane)
   - ASBI (Schokker)
   - Others

11) Research or case-studies of interest to 423 members
    (floor is open, but please limit to 5 minutes maximum each)

12) Resolution of Negatives for 423.4 (Moore)

13) Other New Business

14) Adjournment